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Another new experience. Another time to journey
together in the inner planes of consciousness.
Another time to settle your body – let it be
comfortable in a place where you are not disturbed
– so that your consciousness can move completely
into your body of light and travel with us into a
different time and space.
As this comes through the Omega Portal this day,
I draw you with me into the receiving area of the
Station of Light.
The interesting thing about these transmissions I
find is that we are not given much technical
information or told what is to happen around Earth,
but we are given energy and we are taken to
spaces to work with energy, because we are
accepted already as being part of this group of
Beings, consciously aware that we are here on the
planet to assist in a great process. In that respect,
you are accepted and honoured and greeted, so
feel very strong and confident and aligned in this
space, with your attention present here in this
receiving area.

“I greet you here Beloved, Orem addressing you.
As I move into this space and you receive the
energy that I bring forward, you will find a sense of
relocation happening within you and around you in
your sensing.
The relocation is related to the alteration in your
energy frequency and thus you will find that there is
a change in the circumstances around you. There
might be a change in your physical element in
different places. It will manifest in various ways for
you, but you will recognise change is happening
and you will realise that your thought patterns – your
realisations – are changing in accordance with the
energy frequency. We are helping to adjust this in
you and to bring you forward into the space where
you can work with the increased information, which
is increased energy through you, and different
styles that you will be working with in your life
pattern.
This is indeed a time to accept the change and as
you accept it, you again are given the impression
that you are moving forward. We observe this and
we assist this in you. Your higher states of
consciousness already are experiencing this and
because there are different aspects of you, the
higher evolved state of consciousness is coming to
draw you forward, to connect with you, with that
increased and altered energy frequency.
You may be aware at times you have resistance to
change and this is part of the thought processes that
you need to be aware of, and thus as you change
the thought, you become more engaged in the flow
of energy which is drawing you through it, or
drawing you forward into a greater pattern of
understanding and you are able to work in that
greater pattern.
You are experiencing communication with many
areas further out from you in your energy field.

When you began this conscious pathway of
awakening, your energy field would have been quite
close to you, but through the constant acceptance
of the energy, you would find that your energy field
extends far beyond where you are physically
located at this present time. Your energy field from
this state of existence where you are
communicating with us, includes your physical
aspect. You may be aware of course you are in a
different locality in a dimensional sense, but your
energy field incorporates the physical unit.
Now bringing your attention here with us, you will
find there is an allocated space for you to be in here
and we are working individually with you at this
present time. Feel now that you are journeying and
travelling through different areas within the Station –
areas that have plant life, areas that have
accommodation suites, areas that have a sense of
moving into different vehicles and preparing those.
There is a whole existence within this Station as it
relates to your individuality and the level of
consciousness on Earth at this stage of existence.
You are being drawn into another meeting space
where you will receive more information to assist
you, in whatever way you present the energy of the
higher consciousness into activities around you,
and as you share that with people, you will be aware
that it is from a different source than the ordinary
over-laid confined conditioned level of awareness of
people.
You are helping to maintain a layer of energy
consciousness which has become strengthened
around the planet and it is now being incorporated
into a number of activities such as written words,
creations, manifested types of living. It is an
overlaying of the civilisation drawn in which many of
you are now recognising as the cities of light and it
all contains a pattern – a frequency. From our
perspective we are referring to it as an energy
sequencing grid. From your perspective, as working
within that within a human form, you will find that it
manifests as groups of people talking to you
outlining new proposals and patterns of living and

ways of planting food crops and ways of treating
other creatures. That includes not treating them with
created elements that harm and destroy and disturb
the natural organic body form. You will recognise
yourself the energy you feel when you eat pure
food, when you take into you the pure elements of
creation that are designed in this sphere of life to
support the humanoid form.
Again you are being presented with the energy of
the elements needed for you and you are offered
this opportunity to absorb it completely through your
energy light form here. The process then will
continue of absorption when you merge back into
the physicality. At this present it is held within your
light body energy form here.
We address you at different sessions in regard to
the portals that open to present Beings from other
civilisations who come forward to help you as
indeed at this time. “

“We enter through a particular portal to you this day
and we bring you the recognition of Star Elder
Beings amongst you. We have come to observe the
energy aspects of you in your form here as they are
being moved and integrated into the human
physical element. You need to be aware of the
increase in frequency, the increase in the
modulation of the pattern of waves throughout you,
and this is having an impact on the overall existence
in which you are involved and it is necessary to
bring that all up into a higher modulation – a higher
energy frequency. Our presence with you here now
exposes you to the next segment of this energy
sequence.
Feel that you are observing this. Feel that your
vision is experiencing many different lights and
configurations shown to you, different styles, and
this will be helping you in many ways, because what
you are receiving and seeing is also received
throughout the entire energy form for the entire
physical form.

It is all part of the structure of the codes now
necessary and to help introduce and strengthen in
the energy pattern of existence on Earth, a higher
grade of energy.
This is what we have brought forward through the
Portal to you this day and you stand within the
energy as if you are in your individual sphere of
energy containing the appropriate pattern for you.
We withdraw now. “

“Acknowledged. Orem back with you and I am
facilitating this sphere to give you the time to
recognise it around you. Perhaps you will observe it
in texture or colour and this is what you now must
bring back with you into the receiving area.
We had drawn you particularly out of measurement
of time and space and during that you received
many activations, many levels throughout you. It is
not necessary to expose you for a duration that you
would measure and define. It happens in this sphere
of energy because you have received it fully.

Thank you Orem. This is Lani again and I am
aware that I must embrace you in the Earth
vibration again.
Feel this has been an energy treatment for you,
although you may have received personal
messages and confirmation in different ways.
Now you are beginning to come back to
integrate all of this in your physical body.
Remember that your energy field extends very
wide. You must be conscious of keeping your
energy field strong and be careful of your
thoughts and be careful of what you focus on
and expose yourself to.
You have a strong sensing and knowing of what
disturbs you and that is what you must follow.
I am now closing the Omega Portal for this
transmission and ask you to be fully grounded
and connected into the current time and day,
fully present and thus able to share your love
and gratitude and joy in your world.
Thank you

Lani

As I am communicating this to you in the receiving
area, you may also feel the change that is occurring
here around you. Many of the elements shift that
compose a different sense of structure around you
and you would feel that the structure is very flexible,
as indeed it is and it responds to your presence and
it responds to the mass presence of Beings here.
We will continue to address you in many sessions
as part of the process of helping you raise your
energy and reconnecting you to your Source of all
energy and information necessary for you.
Beloved I acknowledge you in this space as One
with that energy field that you chose to bring into
manifestation here on Earth

Orem out “
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